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Methodology of the research
Smart Energy GB asked Populus to conduct this research to better understand if, how and why smart meters – and the smart meter
roll out programme generally – change energy usage behaviour and what factors contribute to this change.

Between May and June 2018 Populus interviewed 2,015 people, including a nationally representative sample, plus a boost of smart
meter owners. The total sample was then weighted to be nationally representative and reflects the natural fallout of owners and
non-owners.
From previous publications of this research, the sampling criteria for the study has changed. As a result, this publication will not be
making comparisons between this data and any other versions.
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Executive summary
• Smart meter owners, referred in this report as the smart population, are more engaged than non-owners with energy; they are
more likely to think about, keep track of and understand their energy usage

• This engagement with their energy among smart meter owners has translated into behaviour change. The smart population
conduct more energy saving activities on average compared to non-owners. In particular, they are more likely to have looked into
or talked about energy use demonstrating intention for longer term behaviour change

• Those who have had their smart meter for longer are doing the most energy saving activities
• Smart meter owners with greater claimed knowledge about them are more engaged with saving energy and do more to save
energy at home

• In the future, the smart population say that they intend to look into energy saving and to make greater changes to their every day
behaviour. The non-smart population want to monitor their energy use more in the future, and this often translates into wanting
to get a smart meter
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Current attitudes & behaviours

The smart population
conduct more energy saving
activities on average
compared to non-owners
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More smart meter owners are thinking about saving energy or keeping track of their energy
use compared to non-owners
Attitudes towards energy – agree – among all respondents

I think a lot about trying to save energy+

I always keep track of the amount of energy I use
around my home

Non-smart
population
Smart
population

66% *

64% *
54%
47%

* Denotes significantly higher vs non-smart population

Q16/17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
+ Percentage disagree with I tend not to think much about trying to save energy
Base: Non-smart population 1286 Smart population 729
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Owners are empowered by their smart meter to understand their energy use more than nonowners. Ownership is also associated with knowing how to save energy and money
Attitudes towards energy – agree – among all respondents

I understand how much energy I use
around my home

I understand what I need to do to
save energy around my home

Making little changes in how I use
energy could make a big difference to
my bill

Non-smart
population
84% *
Smart
population

81% *
71%

87% *
76%

64%

* Denotes significantly higher vs non-smart population

Q16/17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Base: Non-smart population 1286 Smart population 729
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Smart meter owners do more energy saving activities than those without smart meters.
Claimed existing behaviours (average number of activities done) – among all respondents
Non-smart population

Smart population

5.6 *

*

4.9

Wave 5

Wave 5

* Denotes significantly higher vs non-smart population @ 95%

Q19b. Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy in the last 6
months? (wording adapted to be appropriate for each audience) Base: Non-smart population 1286 Smart
population 729
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More smart meter owners looked into and talked about ways to use less energy in comparison to
non-owners
Claimed existing behaviours (NETs) – among all respondents
NET: Changed the way
you do things around the
house to use less energy

86% *
84%

Non-smart population

57%

NET: Made changes to
your home

55%

62% *

NET: Looked into ways to
use less energy

39%

45%*

NET: Talked about ways
to use less energy

NET: Purchased an
energy efficient product

Smart population

37%

28%
25%

* Denotes significantly higher vs non-smart population

Q19b. Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy in the last 6 months / since
getting a smart meter? (wording adapted to be appropriate for each audience) Base: Non-smart population 1286
Smart population 729
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Owner behaviour over time

Those who have had their
smart meter for longer are
doing the most energy
saving activities
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Those who have had their smart meter for longer are doing the most energy saving activities
Existing claimed activities (average) – among smart population

5.3

5.7

5.9

6.1 *

4.9

0-3 months

4-6 months

7 months-1 year

1- 2 years

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter
*Denotes significant difference vs 0-3 months

Q19b. Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy since getting a smart meter?
Base: Smart population. Length of time with a smart meter (106-204)
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The need to monitor energy use decreases the longer someone has a smart meter. However,
habitual behaviours are maintained as ownership progresses
Existing claimed activities – among smart population

Monitored energy
use more closely

71%*
54%

Made an effort not to
leave electrical items
in standby mode

57%

53%

49%

33%*

Turned heating off
when not required

NB: Increases to ‘turning heating off’
may be driven by a seasonal effect

0-3 months

4-6 months

*Denotes significant difference vs 0-3 months

7 months – 1 year

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter

Q19b. HAVE SM: Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy since getting a smart meter?
Base: Smart population. Length of time with a smart meter 106-204

1-2 years
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Owners who have had their smart meters for longer are more likely have purchased energy
efficient appliances
Existing claimed activities – among smart population

24% *

Purchased a large appliance
which is more energy
efficient

10%

0-3 months

4-6 months

*significantly higher versus 0-3 months at 95%

7 months – 1 year

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter

Q19b. HAVE SM: Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy since getting a smart meter?
Base: Smart population. Length of time with a smart meter 106-204

1-2 years
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Those who have had their smart meter for longer have made more changes to their home
compared to new owners
Existing claimed activities – among smart population
55% *

Fitted energy efficient
lighting
*
27%

Fitted insulation

25%

Fitted energy efficient
boiler

12%

25% *

9%

0-3 months

*Denotes significantly difference vs 0-3 months,

4-6 months

7 months – 1 year

1-2 years

Length of time with a smart meter

Q19b. HAVE SM: Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy since getting a smart meter?
Base: Smart population. Length of time with a smart meter 106-204

2 years +
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Smart meters continue to make a difference to how energy is used in the home after two years or
more of ownership
Difference smart meters have made to how energy is used in the home – among smart population
NET: Great / fair difference

40%

A great deal of difference

A fair amount of difference

A little difference

39%

40%

44%

36%
14%

14%

12%

12%

12%

27%

27%

28%

31%

47%

19%

22%
28%

39%

33%

36%

34%

29%

26%

24%

23%

27%

25%

Total smart
population

0-3 months

4-6 months

7 months- 1 year

1-2 years

24%

No difference
28%

Don't know
Not significantly different to total smart population @ 95%

Length of time with a smart meter

Q18a. Thinking about the way you use energy in your home and to what extent, if at all, this has changed since you had a smart meter
installed, would you say that having a smart meter has made ...?
Base: Total smart population (729). Length of time with a smart meter 106-204

2 years +
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New smart meter owners are keen to save energy in the future. Encouragingly, after two years
of ownership, 6 in 10 still intend to do more
“I intend to do more to save energy at home in the next 6-12 months” – among smart population
66%

NET: Agree

77% *

19%

71%

67%

62%

57%

22%

16%

15%

18%

51%

47%

39%

30%

40% *

33%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree
47%
Neither agree nor disagree

49%
44%

Somewhat disagree
28%

16%*

24%

28%

4%

5%

4%

2%

5%

Total smart
population

0-3 months

4-6 months

7 months- 1 year

1-2 years

Strongly disagree

*Denotes significantly difference to total smart population

Length of time with a smart meter

Q22. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement? I intend to do more to save energy at home in the next 6-12 months.
Base: Total smart population (729). Length of time with a smart meter 106-204

2+ years
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Future behaviour change

In the future, the smart
population intend to look
into energy saving and to
make greater changes to
their every day behaviour
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Over time, the amount of activities that smart meter owners intend to do gradually matches the
amount they actually do
Current vs future intended behaviour (mean) – among smart population

Current behaviours
6.2

4.9

0-3 months

Future intended behaviours
6.4

6.2

5.7

5.3

4-6 months

7 months-1 year

6.0
5.9

1- 2 years

6.4
6.1 *

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter
*Denotes significant difference vs 0-3 months

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Length of time with a smart meter 106-204
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Both owners and non-owners intend to save more energy in the future, but the types of
changes they intend to make differ
Claimed existing and future behaviours (average number of activities done) – among all respondents
Mean number of
future intended
activities

Mean number of
current activities

Non-smart population

Smart population

4.9

5.6

+0.7

+0.6

5.6

6.2

Non-owners intend to monitor
their energy consumption more

Smart meter owners intend to
research energy efficient home
improvements and make every day
habitual changes to their behaviour

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Non-smart population 1286 Smart population 729
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Smart meter owners intend to look into saving energy and to make greater changes to their
everyday behaviour
Current and future intended behaviour – among smart population
Change every day habitual
behaviour

Look into saving energy
Current behaviour

Future behaviour
+10*
77%
67%

+11*
34%
23%
4%

Looked into appliances that
are more energy efficient

+5*

9%

Seek advice from energy
supplier

Turned heating down or off
when it is not required

* Denotes significantly higher vs current behaviour @95%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Smart population 729
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The proportion of smart meter owners looking into appliances that are more energy efficient
increases throughout the length of ownership. Intention to look into energy efficient
appliances also grows
Current vs future intended behaviour – among smart population
Looked into appliances that are more energy efficient
Current behaviour

Intended future behaviour
44% *
34%

28%

35%

29%
29%
23%

19%

0-3 months

25%

17%

4-6 months

7 months-1 year

1- 2 years

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter
*Denotes significant difference vs 0-3 months @ 95%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Length of time with a smart meter 106-204
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After owning a smart meter for two years, a greater proportion of people seek advice from their
energy supplier, in line with their intended future behaviour
Current vs future intended behaviour – among smart population
Seek advice from energy supplier
Current behaviour

Intended future behaviour
12%

11%
9%
8%

9%

6%
5%
4%

0-3 months

3%

3%

4-6 months

7 months-1 year

1- 2 years

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter
Not significantly difference vs 0-3 months @ 95%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Length of time with a smart meter 106-204
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As ownership progresses, the proportion of people who turn their heating down or off closely
aligns with the proportion who intended to do this in the future
Current vs future intended behaviour – among smart population
Turn heating down or off
Current behaviour

72%

Intended future behaviour
82%

77%

73%

77%

77%

70%

71% *

64%
53%

0-3 months

4-6 months

7 months-1 year

1- 2 years

2 years +

Length of time with a smart meter
*Denotes significant difference vs 0-3 months @ 95%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Length of time with a smart meter 106-204
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In the future, more people without a smart meter intend to monitor their energy use than
currently do
Current and future intended behaviour – among non-smart population
Look into saving energy
Current behaviour

Change every day habitual
behaviour

Monitoring
energy use

Future behaviour
+3
66%

69%

+12%*

+6*
20%

30%

26%
+5*
5%

Looked into appliances that
are more energy efficient

18%

10%

Seek advice from
energy supplier

Turned heating down or off
when it is not required

Monitored more closely how
much energy is being used

* Denotes significantly higher vs current behaviour @95%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Non-smart population 1286
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Compared to non-owners, smart meter owners intend to make greater behavioural changes
when looking into energy saving and turning the heating down or off
Intended behaviour change – difference between current and future behaviours – among all respondents

Smart
population

Non-smart
population

Looked into appliances that are more energy efficient

+11%

+6%

Seek advice from energy supplier

+5%

+5%

Turn heating down or off when it is not required

+10%

+3%

Monitor energy use more closely

+2%

Q19b, Q22, Q22a, Base: Non-smart population 1286 Smart population (729)

+12%

Driven by those who would
request a smart meter installation
and those who would accept one
if offered (+19%)
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Impact of claimed smart
meter knowledge in enabling
behaviour change

Two out of three owners say
that they know a great deal
or a fair amount about
smart meters
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Impact of claimed smart meter knowledge in enabling behaviour change
Both smart meter owners and non-owners who claim to know more about smart meters are more engaged with energy saving.
Compared to those with limited knowledge, they are more likely to feel they understand their energy use or care about the
environment.
Those owners who say they have greater claimed knowledge of smart meters are also more likely to express a desire to save energy.
This is mirrored in the volume of activities they do, with more activities done by those with greater claimed knowledge.
To enable further behaviour change among owners, education is required on how to use their smart meter.
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Two out of three smart meter owners say that they know a great deal or a fair amount about
them
Claimed knowledge of smart meters

8%

13%

A great deal

NET: 46%
A fair amount

NET: 64%

38%

50%

Just a little
Heard of them / Have one
but know nothing about
them

NET: 54%
NET: 36%

43%

32%

4%
Smart population

10%
Non-smart population

Q9a/b. How much, if anything, would you say you know about smart meters? Base: Smart
population (729) : Claimed non-smart population aware of smart (836)
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Smart meter owners with a greater claimed knowledge are more likely to keep track of their
energy use. They also have a better understanding of their energy use and how to reduce it
Attitudes towards saving energy – among smart population with varying knowledge of smart meters

I always keep track of the amount of energy I
use around my home

I understand how much energy I use around
my home

I understand what I need to do to save
energy around my home
98%

96%
87%

86%

85%

77%

73%

70%
55%

55%

50%

37%

Know
nothing

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

Know
nothing

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

Know
nothing

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

‘Know nothing’ very low base size n=31
‘Great deal’ low base size n=95
Q16/17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base:
Smart population who know nothing (31) a little (226) fair amount (377) great deal (95)
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Owners with a good claimed knowledge of smart meters are more likely to want to change
their behaviour to save energy compared to those with limited knowledge
Attitudes towards saving energy – among smart population with varying claimed knowledge of smart meters
I try to save energy to reduce my impact on the environment

Making little changes in how I use energy could make a big
difference to my bill

90%

84%
68%

74%

94%

80%
71%

44%

Know nothing

Just a little

Fair amount

Great deal

Know nothing

Just a little

Fair amount

Great deal

‘Know nothing’ very low base size n=31
‘Great deal’ low base size n=95
Q16/17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base:
Smart population who know nothing (31) a little (226) fair amount (377) great deal (95)
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Those that have a greater claimed knowledge and understanding of their smart meter have
done more to save energy since getting it
Claimed existing behaviour (mean) – among smart population with varying claimed knowledge of smart meters

Know nothing

3.7

Just a little

5.1

Fair amount

5.8

Great deal

7.0

Increasing knowledge of smart meters

‘Know nothing’ very low base size n=31
‘Great deal’ low base size n=95
Q19b. Which of the following activities, if any, have you done to try and use less energy
since getting a smart meter? Base: Smart population who know nothing (31) a little (226)
fair amount (377) great deal (95)
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Nearly half of non-owners claim to know a great deal or fair amount about smart meters
Claimed knowledge of smart meters

8%

13%

A great deal

NET: 46%
A fair amount

NET: 64%

38%

50%

Just a little
Heard of them / Have one
but know nothing about
them

NET: 54%
NET: 36%

43%

32%

4%
Smart population

10%
Non-smart population

Q9a/b. How much, if anything, would you say you know about smart meters? Base: Smart
population (729) : Claimed non-smart population aware of smart (836)
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Non-owners who claim to know more about smart meters say they understand their own
energy use
Attitudes towards saving energy – among non-smart population with varying claimed knowledge of smart meters

I always keep track of the amount of energy I
use around my home

I understand how much energy I use around
my home

I understand what I need to do to save
energy around my home

86%
78%
65%
57%
50%
32%

Know
nothing

38%

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

76%

69%

66%
55%

43%

Know
nothing

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

Know
nothing

Just a
little

Fair Great deal
amount

‘Great deal’ low base size n=66
Q16/17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Base:
Non-smart population who know nothing (82) a little (369) fair amount (319) great deal (66)
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Use of viewing methods

A large majority of smart
meter users have an IHD,
with 4 in 10 having access to
either an online account or
app
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A large majority of smart meter users have an IHD, with 4 in 10 having access to either an
online account or app
IHD, app and online account access – among smart population

90%

22%

Net either:
42%

28%

None:
6%

Q15b/d Do you have an In-home Display (IHD) / App / Online account with your smart
meter? Base: Total smart population (729)
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In-home displays are checked at a much greater frequency than both the app and online
accounts
Frequency of checking IHD, app and online – among smart population

41%

29%

20%

5%

43%

18%

Daily

12%

18%

44%

Weekly

Monthly

7%

11%

9%

9%

27%

Less often

5%

Never

Q15c/e How often, if at all, do you check the information on your In-home Display / app / ** denotes significantly higher or lower than wave 5@ 95%
online account? Q19b Base: Smart population 149-663
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